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Contract Companion at Work – A Lawyer’s Perspective 

VI. The Powers of Contract Companion – formerly 
EagleEye 

A. Intro 
Contract Companion analyzes a document, and almost immediately assembles checklists of 
Definitions and potential issues in the use of defined terms (Term Risks) that would take hours 
to find without it. Contract Companion checks and lists other consistency and accuracy issues 
necessary to check a Transaction Document or Disclosure Document thoroughly. Among 
Contract Companion’s many features, several stand out for their power to help a transactional 
lawyer spot and correct potential errors and ambiguities in their documents. 

B. Hard at Work in a Lawyer’s Hands 
Several of the features of Contract Companion deserve special attention for the transactional 
lawyer because they are so integrally tied to the text and meaning of the documents. Using these 
capabilities, especially, extends and sharpens the vision of the lawyer. The potential errors they 
reveal cannot be resolved without the understanding of the lawyer. The team of lawyers and 
Contract Companion can take their inspiration from the chess championship won by the chess 
masters assisted by chess software.  

Definitions. Contract Companion gathers explicitly defined words and phrases from all parts 
of a document (and, where selected, from multiple documents), into a single comprehensive list. 
In Disclosure Documents, Definitions are usually scattered through the text and the document’s 
appendixes and exhibits. Where the Disclosure Document includes a summary of the terms of 
applicable Transaction Documents, there may be a Definitions section, but it will not be all-
inclusive.  

A comprehensive Definitions list simplifies and speeds checking the documents for consistency 
and accuracy. Contract Companion’s power to gather and present all of the Definitions creates a 
reference for both lawyers drafting documents and lawyers reviewing drafts to confirm that all 
terms and phrases that require definitions are explicitly stated.  

The onscreen Definitions list in Contract Companion can be expanded to display all instances in 
which a defined term occurs in a document, and do so in one view for all Definitions. This 
capability complements a lawyer’s reading of the document by revealing the detailed use of 
defined terms, a view that can be difficult to achieve or sustain when “just reading” a document.  

The illustration below displays the Definitions list generated for a Consulting Agreement filed 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The agreement has no Definitions section, 
so the list can be helpful. 
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1Definitions List from Contract Companion 

Term Risks. Under the heading “Term Risks,” Contract Companion groups a valuable set of 
tools that can reveal errors in use of words or phrases that may require or have explicit 
Definitions. For the lawyer as author or reviewer, a few of these stand out.  

Used Not Defined. This category is perhaps the most likely to reveal instances where 
capitalized words and phrases lack an explicit Definition. In the Consulting Agreement 
illustrated above, the Used Not Defined category reports a single instance of “Parent Company” 
with initial capital letters suggesting it should have a Definition, but none is present. The 
wording may indicate that there is missing factual information such as the identification by 
name or description of a specific parent company, or may be intended to have the common 
meaning of the phrase. In either case, the drafting lawyer should make an informed decision 
about the meaning of “Parent Company.” 
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2Used Not Defined 

Defined Not Capitalized. This feature highlights those Term Risks that have no initial capital 
letters. While this may not be wrong, the absence of distinctive typography makes it harder to 
recognize the usage of that term as having the meaning assigned by its Definition. The author 
must be certain that there are no instances of that term in the document that have another 
meaning. When initial capital letters are the indicator for defined terms, their absence in a 
Definition makes the document less legible, and increases the chance for error. In some drafting 
styles, defined terms may be highlighted in bold face, which would make this less of a concern.  

Duplicated Terms. This category identifies instances where a  term appears to have more 
than one explicit Definition. This can occur without error where there is both a definitions 
section and a reference of the form: 

“Closing Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.05. 

Duplicated Terms may also occur where a primary Transaction Document includes as exhibits 
the forms of other Transaction Documents for the same deal. In that case, the Duplicated Terms 
list allows the author to check that the Definitions in all of the related documents are consistent. 

When there are two inconsistent explicit Definitions, they must be made consistent. The lawyer 
author has the responsibility to choose the correct instance. Most likely text copied from 
multiple sources each contained an explicit Definition.  

Inconsistent Capitalization. This category reports instances where a word or phrase is 
capitalized in some instances, and not in others. This is especially important where the word or 
phrase is intended to have its common meaning in some instances and to have the meaning 
assigned by the Definition in others. The following illustrates an instance of the phrase 
“common stock” from the Kraft / Heinz Merger Agreement filed with the SEC in early 2015. 
There is a Definition for Common Stock (the stock of the newly merged corporation Kraft Heinz 
Company), as there are for a number of related phrases such as “Heinz Common Stock.” There 
are also instances where “common stock” refers to the stock of another company, especially as 
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part of one of these specific Definitions. The author must be sure that all instances of “common 
stock” in its meaning other than as a defined term are correct.  

That view can be hard to fully discern with eye and brain alone, and will be helped by Contract 
Companion’s precision and detail.  

 
3 Inconsistent Capitalization 

Inconsistent Phrases. This capability of Contract Companion allows a thorough check for the 
consistency of phrases that have a significant legal meaning. Often these are longer than 
Definitions, and may not be included among the definitions. Variations in the wording of these 
phrases may be deliberate and intended, but it can be all too easy to miss an instance when 
changes are made.  

In the example illustrated below, the Inconsistent Phrases list for an Underwriting Agreement 
filed in the spring of 2015 with the SEC reveals different wording of the phrase, “will not contain 
any untrue statement of material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated 
therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading.” In many instances, but not 
all, that phrase reads, “will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact, or omit to state a 
material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances 
under which they were made, not misleading… (Italics added)” In some instances, the italicized 
text was omitted. This variation may well have been negotiated, but it is a drafting issue that 
must be checked carefully. When a change of that type is negotiated, the drafter must examine 
all of the instances of the phrase to determine whether they must be consistent or differ.  

 

C. The Full Document Checkup 
A variety of other features of Contract Companion help assure that Transaction Documents and 
Disclosure Documents are complete, consistent and accurate, but may be less critical to the 
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meaning of a document than the ones already discussed. Some help the accuracy of internal and 
external references, others tidy up what might appear to be sloppy drafting.  

Among the Term Risks capabilities, these include: 

• Used before Defined. Not a meaning issue, but the custom is to state a Definition the 
first time a defined term appears. 

• Out of Alphabetical Order. For documents with a Definitions section, the customary 
alphabetical order may go astray as Definitions are added to the draft. Microsoft Word’s 
alphabetization of paragraphs often fails to reorder Definitions paragraphs correctly, 
since the defined term may not appear as the first words in the paragraph. 

References. Transaction Documents and Disclosure Documents contain many internal and 
external references, including ones to Definitions, Sections or subheadings, External 
Documents, and Legislation.  

A full check of a document before releasing a draft, and especially before finalizing a document 
for filing or execution must confirm that all of these references are accurate.  

Section references change frequently during drafting. Insertion and deletion of sections can 
cause changes of section numbers, causing cross references to be incorrect. Deletion of sections 
can cause cross references to be orphaned.  

Microsoft Word includes a field code feature that enables references to section numbers, and, 
potentially, titles, to be automated. Practice rarely meets promise, though, since this feature is 
difficult to execute and maintain. It should not be the responsibility of a lawyer to master the use 
of these codes, but a lawyer may lack the help to keep the codes under control. They are rarely 
used.  

Contract Companion can help lawyer or assistants check the instances where section references 
and other cross references occur.  

D. Working with Multiple Documents 
Consistency is not only an issue within a single Transaction Document, but among the several 
documents that form the collection for the entire Transaction. It is desirable, though not always 
correct that terms have a common definition throughout a transaction’s collection of 
documents. In some transactions, a separate “dictionary” document may contain all or nearly all 
of the Definitions, and be cross referenced by the other documents in the transaction.  

Contract Companion includes a capability of checking multiple documents together. One of the 
ways this can be most useful is to produce a complete list of Definitions from all of the 
documents—whether to create such a master Definitions document or to check for consistency 
of defined terms among the documents.  

E. Takeaways 
These powers and instances reinforce the importance of the lawyer responsible for drafting or 
reviewing a Transaction Document or Disclosure Document to interact directly with the 
information provided by Contract Companion. A lawyer’s judgment required to resolve the 
issues revealed is an integral and highly integrated part of the drafting process. 
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